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Abstract Value creation in an organisation is a time-

sensitive and data-intensive process, yet it is often de-

layed and bounded by the reliance on IT experts ex-

tracting data for domain experts. Hence, there is a need

for providing people who are not professional developers

with the flexibility to pose relatively complex and ad

hoc queries in an easy and intuitive way. In this respect,

visual methods for query formulation undertake the chal-

lenge of making querying independent of users’ technical

skills and the knowledge of the underlying textual query

language and the structure of data. An ontology is more

promising than the logical schema of the underlying data

for guiding users in formulating queries, since it provides

a richer vocabulary closer to the users’ understanding.

However, on the one hand, today the most of world’s

enterprise data reside in relational databases rather than
triple stores, and on the other, visual query formulation

has become more compelling due to ever-increasing data

size and complexity – known as Big Data. This article

presents and argues for ontology-based visual query for-

mulation for end users; discusses its feasibility in terms
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of ontology-based data access, which virtualises legacy

relational databases as RDF, and the dimensions of Big

Data; presents key conceptual aspects and dimensions,

challenges, and requirements; and reviews, categorises,

and discusses notable approaches and systems.
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1 Introduction

In contrast to Web search engines, data access in tradi-

tional database systems heavily relies on complex struc-

tures and semantics with no tolerance to irrelevant and

missing results. Consequently, in order to reach precise

and complete answers, information needs have to be

specified exactly. Although approaches such as keyword-

based, form-based, and faceted search work well on the

Web, they per se fall short in formulating complex in-

formation needs (cf. [89]). Structured query languages

such as SQL and XQuery are quite expressive, yet they

require an array of technical skills and knowledge on

query language, syntax and domain schema. More pre-

cisely, they require users to recall relevant schema and

syntax elements and to communicate their information

needs in a programmatic way. Such an approach makes

database systems almost, if not completely, inaccessible

to the end users, who do not possess necessary tech-

nical skills and knowledge (cf. [112]). For instance, in

an enterprise setting, this results in a situation where

a group of IT experts acts as an intermediary in query

formulation (aka query construction) process between

domain experts and databases. This comes with a cost of

turnaround time measured in hours to days aside from

the direct cost of IT experts. Thus, the challenge is to

enable end users to construct queries on their own, by
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using the higher level of abstractions, instead of trying

to articulate and explain their information needs to IT

experts.

In this respect, direct manipulation [150], as a human-

computer interaction style, has a profound impact on

the successor query systems and languages. Direct ma-

nipulation employs recognition, rather than recall, and

direct manipulation objects, rather than a command

language syntax, to lead to easy to use and intuitive

interactive systems. In this pursuit, in database domain,

visual query formulation approaches (cf. [37,61]) exploit

the high bandwidth of visual interfaces through the

visual representations of domain of interest and informa-

tion needs. The matter is largely one of usability (cf. [89,

36]), albeit the underlying formal semantics have a role
to play. A good deal of research that adopts various

visual representations as well as interaction styles has

been carried out (cf. [37]). The literature reports vary-

ing degrees of success including different factors such

as user type and the level of expressiveness. However,

existing approaches suffer from the gap between the

low-level domain models, such as database schemas, and

end users’ understanding of reality. In this respect, on-

tologies stand out as a natural communication medium

between end users and databases (cf. [154,145]).

Nevertheless, there are still issues standing against

the proliferation of ontology-based visual query formu-
lation. First, today, most of the world’s enterprise data

reside in relational databases, and migrating data to

triple stores is not an option mainly due to legacy ap-

plications built on top of existing relational databases.

Ontology-based data access (OBDA) to relational data

sources (cf. [101,164]) has emerged as a promising re-
sponse, as data stays where it is by virtualising relational

databases as RDF. Secondly, with the emergence of

the Big Data phenomenon (cf. [107,117]), the challenge

has already been exacerbated dramatically in terms

of scalability. The scalability is considered in terms of

human-computer dialog (i.e., query formulation) and

performance (i.e., query evaluation). This is because Big

Data does not only concern the performance, but also

the usability of database systems, as larger and complex

schemas with the current visual query formulation ap-

proaches force the limits of human visual channel and
cognitive capacity.

This article aims to offer a comprehensive look into

ontology-based visual query formulation and reveal in-

sights for the development of successor systems. Specifi-

cally, the article answers and elaborates on a) why vi-

sual query formulation and ontologies (Sect. 2); b) what

visual query formulation is and its core aspects and

dimensions (Sect. 3); c) who benefits most from such

systems (Sect. 3); d) how feasible it is given a landscape

dominated by relational databases (Sect. 4); e) which

specific challenges and requirements there are (Sect. 5);

f) which approaches exist along with their pros and cons

(Sect. 6); and, g) which research directions should be

considered by practitioners and researchers (Sect. 6).

2 Motivation

The primary aim of an organisation is creating value

such as financial, social, cognitive, and political. The

role of information technology is indispensable partic-

ularly in the success of data intensive value creation

processes such as decision-making, sense-making, and

intelligence analysis (cf. [132,134,68]). However, there

is often a large gap between the people who interpret

and use data and IT systems where data is stored and

processed. This is mostly because a) although domain

experts are provided with data analysis tools, they often

lack end-user tools for extracting data from databases,

and b) there is often no high level conceptual vocabu-

lary for end-users to formulate their information needs –

database schemas are rather low level artefacts pertain-

ing to implementation of the actual systems.

2.1 Data access bottleneck

Nunamaker et al. [132] break value creation efforts into

a tripartite model that capitalises on information tech-

nology tools. The model consists of information assim-

ilation, group dynamics, and methodology. Each part
builds on and contributes to each other. Information

assimilation addresses concerns regarding finding and

understanding information (i.e., data and communica-

tion infrastructure), while group dynamics concern the

collaboration of group members. The information assimi-

lation and group dynamics together form an intellectual

bandwidth that bounds the value creation potential of

an organisation. The third part, methodology, addresses

the steps and guidelines required to leverage the intel-

lectual bandwidth for value creation (i.e., reason and

action). Apparently, data access (i.e., information as-

similation) is a part of a larger process [81], yet it is a

principal component of intellectual bandwidth and can

easily turn into a bottleneck. In data intensive industries
(e.g., [85,121]), end users, who are domain experts who

need to extract data from databases in their expertise

domain [10], spend up to 80% of their time on data

access problems (cf. [69]).

This data access bottleneck is mostly due to the

sharp distinction between employees who have technical

skills and knowledge to extract data (i.e., database/IT
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Fig. 1 Traditional data access scenarios.

experts, skilled users) and those who have domain knowl-

edge and know how to interpret and use data (i.e., do-

main experts). End users cannot interact with databases

directly and are unable to pose complex queries against

data sources on their own, since they usually do not

possess necessary skills and knowledge on the database

structure and query language. End users are dependent

on IT experts, who either provide a set of predefined

queries built into applications and/or collaborate with

the end users to develop ad-hoc queries – see Figure 1.
In both cases, decision support activities are hampered

by data access problems. This is because, on the one

hand, the use of predefined queries is inflexible, since

it is not possible to anticipate every information need

in advance. On the other hand, collaboration between

end users and IT experts is mostly based on the vague
descriptions of information needs; hence, it is generally

time-consuming and often results in repetitive query

reformulations. In many cases, the cost of query refor-

mulation is high, since a query formulation phase is

often followed by a potentially lengthy query evaluation

phase [89].

The lack of possibility to directly reach reliable data

in a timely fashion indeed points to an accessibility chal-

lenge. Though the term “accessibility” is often linked to

situations involving physical disabilities, there are more

factors that inhibit people from full access to technology,

and in the present context relates to knowledge and skill

barriers (cf. [178]). Direct manipulation is paramount

in visual query formulation and promising to remove

this accessibility barrier due to the closeness of the so-
lution domain to the reality, ability to handle large and

complex information, low memory load (i.e., recall vs.

recognition), and low comprehension demand/immedi-

ate grasping. These benefits potentially lead to ease in

learning, high efficiency rate, reduced error rate, and

satisfactory experiences (cf. [150,37]).

The visual query formulation approach eliminates

the man-in-the-middle and allows end users to extract

and use data on their own. This first moves organisations

and individuals closer to fulfil their intellectual band-

width, that is a considerable time and resources could

be freed-up and could be redeployed so as to contribute

value creation. Secondly, end users could augment their

intellectual bandwidth as they can extract, combine,

and interpret data in previously unforeseen ways.

2.2 Impedance mismatch and reasoning

Gruber [74] and Borst [25] define an ontology as a formal,

explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation, which

is an abstract representation of a phenomenon in the

world based on identification of relevant concepts (aka

classes), attributes (aka data type properties), relation-

ships (aka roles, associations and object properties), and

constraints (cf. [169]). In a more precise language, a con-

sensual (i.e., shared) conceptualisation, constituted by

a specific vocabulary and assumptions on the intended

meaning (cf. [75]), becomes an ontology only when it is

explicitly formulated with an artificial machine-readable

language (i.e., formal). Ontologies are fundemental for

the construction of knowledge bases, which do not only

contain terminological knowledge such as concepts and

properties but also their instances (aka individuals) as

assertional knowledge (cf. [72]). The purpose is to ex-

press and capture the domain structure and knowledge,

and to apply reasoning over it (i.e., to derive conclusions

that are implicitly available in the knowledge base).

Ontologies differ in expressiveness from lightweight

to heavyweight. A lightweight ontology, in the simplest

case, describes a hierarchy of concepts with concept -

subconcept relationships; a heavyweight ontology em-

ploys complex representation primitives, axioms (i.e.,

logical expressions that are always true), and constraints

to express more sophisticated relationships (cf. [72,131]).

The reasoning power of an ontology is constrained with

the form of representation, and is mostly limited with

tasks such as subsumption (i.e., determines concept -

subconcept relationships) and individual checking/reali-

sation (i.e., determines whether a given instance belongs
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to a particular concept). This applies to representation

formalisms based on artificial intelligence (AI), where

approaches based on software engineering (e.g., UML),

database engineering (e.g., ER, EER) and other models

are very weak both in terms of reasoning and expres-

siveness (cf. [72]).

Expressiveness and reasoning, for ontologies, are two
sides of a coin, for which a trade-off exists. This is due

to the fact that, while increasing the expressiveness, it

has to be guaranteed that all conclusions are still com-

putable (i.e., completeness) and finish in finite time (i.e.,

decidability) (cf. [111]). The combination of rules with

ontologies is a well-known way to increase the reasoning

power of ontologies (cf. [125,157]). There are two possi-

ble ways: one is to build rules on top of ontologies, where

rules follow the vocabulary specified in the ontology; the

other way is to build rules on top of ontologies, where

ontological definitions are supplemented by rules (cf. [58,

166]). These originate from the fundamental differences

that exist between ontologies and rules: ontologies, un-

der the knowledge representation (KR) paradigm, focus

on content to describe knowledge, while rules, under

the logic programming (LP) paradigm, focus on form to

arrive logical conclusions (i.e., reasoning). Therefore, the

selection of representation formalism is strictly depen-

dent on the level of support required for expressiveness

and reasoning [157].

The very same angle that crosses knowledge repre-

sentation and logic reveals the role that ontologies have

to play not only for end-user data access, but also in

usability at large. Herein, from the knowledge repre-

sentation perspective, one first needs to consider the

existential differences between ontologies and models to

reach a profound understanding of the context. A model

is defined as an abstraction representing some view of

a reality, by necessarily omitting details, intended for

a definite purpose [83], such as UML and EER mod-

els for software and database design respectively. Ruiz

and Hilera [145] argue that, although there is a confu-

sion between ontologies and models due to examples

where they are represented with the same language,

ontologies are descriptive, that is they describe what

already exists, while models are prescriptive, that is

they prescribe systems, which do not exist, and pertain

to implementation of them (cf. [6,64,157,83]). In other

words, models are forward looking solution/implemen-

tation domain artefacts, while ontologies are backward

looking problem domain artefacts. Hence, ontologies are

essentially meant to be richer and closer to end-user

vocabulary and understanding than database schemas

(cf. [38,154]). For instance, an ontology naturally con-

nects domain concepts, while a database schema relies

on unnatural flattening and scattering approach built

on normalization/join notion (cf. [89]), leading to an

impedance mismatch. Consequently, a visual query tool

built on ontologies provides a closer representation of

the problem domain, hence enabling users to under-

stand and communicate better. This is not limited with

the human-machine interaction, since ontologies have

the potential to act as an unambiguous communication

medium for human-human dialogs, i.e., collaboration

(cf. group dynamics), and machine-machine dialogs, i.e.,

interoperability.

Finally, the reasoning capability brings in the power
of expressing more with less both in the query formula-

tion stage and during the answering stage by relating

the whole set of implied information instead of what is

explicitly stated. For instance, imagine a system where

different types of users exist, such as students, lectur-

ers, and administrative employees. A user query, “give

me all the persons who live in Oslo”, is at a sufficient

specificity in an ontology-based system, as it can infer

any student, lecturer, and employee is also a person.

This includes both the form of reasoning attached to

ontologies and various types of logic rules, such as the

followings proposed by Boley et al. [24]: deduction, nor-

mative, and reactive rules to derive new information,

to check the consistency and integrity of data, and to

define automatic actions triggered by the occurrence

of data of interest respectively. Moreover, ontologies

carry a notable potential to provide causal explanations

(cf. [157,19]), which can be used for various purposes

such as for explaining the source of inferred data and

inconsistencies in data and user queries.

3 Visual query formulation

The purpose of a visual query formulation tool is to facili-

tate retrieval of data that makes a value for an individual

or organisation. Visual query formulation approaches

exploit the bi-directional and the multi-sensory char-

acteristics of visual representations. Collectively, they

inform users about schema concepts, system affordances,

and data, through a number of sensory variables such as

texture, colour, size, and shape; and allow users to com-

municate their information needs by interacting with

them (cf. [37,36]). The concern is essentially about the

productivity and the quality of human-machine interac-

tion, rather than the functionality or the technology of

software (cf. [89,36]).

Shneiderman [150] elaborates on the syntactic/se-

mantic model of user behaviour to reach an understand-

ing of what makes an interactive system successful. The

model distinguishes two types of knowledge: syntactic

and semantic knowledge. The former relates to the ex-

pertise of the grammar/syntax of a system or language;
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this type of knowledge is arbitrary and proprietary (e.g.,

command to capitalise a letter in a text editor). The

latter is not system or language dependent; rather, it re-

lates to the knowledge of meanings in terms of high-level

concepts and functionality (e.g., the process of moving

a sentence from one paragraph to another).

The syntactic/semantic model underpins the direct

manipulation approach and aims to realise user experi-

ences in which interactive systems are naturally embed-

ded into the reality. This becomes possible by harvest-

ing non-volatile semantic knowledge, which is acquired
through general explanation, analogy and example, and

common skills for manipulating physical objects, which

are acquired at the concrete operational stage (7 -11

years) of human growth (cf. [150]).

3.1 Characteristics and categorisation

A visual query formulation tool is a data retrieval (DR)
paradigm, which differs from information retrieval (IR)

and question answering (QA) (cf. [139,8,102]). In DR,

an information need has to be exact and complete, and

is defined over a deterministic model with the aim of

retrieving all and only those objects that exactly match

the criteria. However, in IR and QA (for most of the

question types), an information need is typically incom-

plete and loosely defined over a probabilistic model with

the aim of retrieving relevant objects. In other words,

DR systems have no tolerance for missing or irrelevant

results and a single erroneous object implies a total fail-

ure; while IR and QA systems are variably insensitive

to inaccuracies and errors, since they often interpret

the original user query and the matching is assumed to

indicate the likelihood of the relevance.

As far as visual DR methods are considered, Epstein

[61] distinguishes between a visual query language (VQL)

and a visual query system (VQS). A VQL is a visual

programming language (cf. [32,31]), and is based on a

well-defined formal semantics with a visual notation and

syntax; there is an underlying textual language for which

mostly a one-to-one correspondence exists. The latter is

a visual programming environment (cf. [32,31]), and is

mainly based on a system of interactions, rather than

a visual formalism, which generates queries in target

formal textual form. A VQS may or may not use a VQL

[61]; if it does not, the system is likely to express only a

subset of the underlying language.

The success of a visual query formulation tool varies

with respect to the visual representation and the inter-

action paradigms employed in relation to the frequency

of interaction (i.e., how often the tool is used), the vari-

ance of query tasks (i.e., whether tasks have a repetitive

nature), and query complexity (i.e., various dimensions

such as size, semantic complexity etc.) (cf. [37,36,12,

110]). However, in general, the realisation of certain

tasks over a visual query system or a language can still

be complex (i.e., with a compromise in usability), such

as, for example, queries with cycles.

In any case, certain data access efforts have to be

supported, that are understanding the reality of inter-

est (i.e., exploration), which relates to the activities for

understanding and finding schema concepts and relation-

ships relevant to information need at hand; and query

construction, which concerns the compilation of relevant
concepts and constraints into formal information needs

(i.e., queries) [37]. On these grounds, the choice of vi-

sual representation and interaction paradigms, along

with underlying metaphors, analogies etc., is of primary

importance.

Catarci et al. [37] classify VQSs with respect to visual

representation and interaction paradigms in use – see

Figure 2. This categorisation is not exhaustive and is

only a fragment of a classification derived by Lohse et al.

[114] for visual representations. The selected categories

mostly concern visual query tools that are used to access

alphanumeric data. Visual representation paradigms are

categorised into:

– Form-based representations, including menus and

tables as specialisations of forms (e.g., [171,172]),

adopt conventional paper forms as a metaphor.

– Icon-based representations employ images or sym-

bols, representing abstract and real objects by ex-

ploiting analogy, convention, etc., to serve domain

knowledge and application functionality.

– Diagram-based representations utilise geometric sym-

bols and a spatial layout to depict relationships

among schema concepts.

– Hybrid representations are based on combination of

several visual paradigms.

Regarding the interaction paradigm, it is viewed in

twofold with respect to understanding the reality of

interest and query construction. For the former, three

categories are considered:

– The top-down technique breaks the concepts in a

schema into a set of layers, with respect to a certain

criteria (e.g., level of importance - selective zoom,

hierarchy - hierarchical zoom); each layer provides

access to preceding and following layers.

– The browsing technique allows traversing the con-

cepts of a schema and/or data (i.e., intension and

extension), by exploiting the relationships between

concepts.

– The schema simplification technique aims to generate

simpler user views, by aggregating and transforming

the concepts of a schema.
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Fig. 2 The classification of VQSs with respect to representation and interaction paradigms.

For the query construction, the following categories
are suggested:

– The schema navigation technique lets users to con-

struct a query by starting from a central concept and

following the paths between concepts for including

other concepts of interest.

– The subqueries technique allows composing concepts

or partial results provided by subqueries to realise
query construction.

– The matching technique lets users to provide the

structure of a possible answer through an example

or pattern to be checked against data.

– The range-based technique allows users to manipulate

a set of input widgets, such as sliders and button to
instantly filter data.

Finally, note that query formulation is an iterative

process, that is, a user explores the conceptual space,

formulates a query, inspects the results, and reformulates

the query until she/he reaches to the desired query, and

each iteration could be considered an attempt.

3.2 On user types

The potential users of a visual query formulation tool

could come from different backgrounds and have varying

levels of expertise. Domain expertise (i.e., knowledge on

a specific subject matter such as medicine, fishery, and

oil exploration) and technical expertise (i.e., technical

knowledge and skills on design, programming, and mod-

elling software artefacts) could be used to differentiate

between different types of users.

Catarci et al. [37] distinguish between professional

users and non-professional users. The former refers to

users who possess a wide spectrum of skills on pro-
gramming languages, database management systems,

etc. The latter refers to users who cannot invest time

in computer training and usually learn query languages

by doing and are further classified into familiar and

unfamiliar users with respect to familiarity with the

database semantic domain.

Dadzie et al. [51] considers two main types of users,

which are lay/mainstream users, and tech users. Users

of the first category are computer literate and can find

information online, and generally do not have in-depth

domain knowledge. Users in the second category un-

derstand the Semantic Web and other advanced tech-

nologies, can use RDF, and understand an ontology. A

third sub-category is proposed, namely domain experts

who have in-depth domain knowledge to interpret and

understand relevant data, and might have knowledge on

the Semantic Web technologies.

The categorisation provided by Dadzie et al. [51]

could be problematic, since a programmer without ex-

pertise in the Semantic Web technologies could be con-

sidered as a lay user, since the definition exclusively

focuses on expertise in Semantic Web. However, users

with substantial technical background, regardless of their

expertise in the subject textual language, ontology lan-

guage, and technology, possess semantic knowledge on

programming languages, systems, frameworks, and tools,

which is non-volatile and easily transferable while using

a new one (cf. syntactic/semantic model [150]).

In this article, users are considered in three cate-

gories, casual users, domain experts, and IT experts.

Casual users use computers in their daily life/work for

basic tasks, such as typing documents, e-mails, and web

browsing, without any substantial knowledge in the do-
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main of interest. They have low tolerance on formal

languages and are unfamiliar with the technical details

of an information system (cf. [50]). Domain experts have

an in-depth knowledge and an understanding of the se-

mantics of their expertise domain, while IT experts have

technical knowledge and skills on a wide spectrum of

topics, such as programming and databases. This cat-

egorisation is neither complete nor mutually exclusive

e.g., a domain expert could be also an IT expert.

Casual users and domain experts with no technical

background could benefit the most from visual query for-

mulation and the ultimate benefit of it questionable for

IT experts, since in many cases they might find working

on a textual language more efficient and non-limiting

(cf. [37,150]). Therefore, casual users and domain ex-

perts (without technical expertise) are the focus of this

article, and are further classified into a parent category,

end users. End users cannot/do not desire to use textual

languages to retrieve data due to the lack of technical
knowledge and skills and might have domain knowledge

on the subject matter. Visual query formulation is an

end-user development paradigm, which is defined as a
set of methods, techniques, and tools that allow users

of software systems, who are acting as non-professional

software developers, to create, modify, or extend soft-

ware artefacts [112]. This very paradigm underlies the

definition of end user in this context.

3.3 Evaluation: usability and expressiveness

Usability and expressiveness are the two interplaying

dimensions of visual query formulation. The usability

(cf. [21]) of a tool reflects whether it is competent of

meeting its identified aim, while expressiveness (cf. [37,

61]) defines the ability and breadth of a tool to charac-

terise the domain knowledge and information needs.

Usability is characterised in terms of effectiveness,

efficiency, and user satisfaction. Effectiveness (cf. [36,

21]) measures the accuracy and completeness that users

can achieve (i.e., “doing the right things”). Efficiency

(cf. [36,21]) reflects the cost associated with the level of

effectiveness achieved, and is mostly measured in terms

of the time spent to complete a query (i.e., “doing the

things right”). User satisfaction (cf. [113]) refers to the

perceived quality of dialog and user interface and plays

a determining role in the attitudes of users, such as trust,

engagement, acceptance, and comfort, against the tool. It

usually has considerable potential to cause failure, if not

taken seriously. User satisfaction is usually measured

by questioning the attitude of users after experiencing

with the subject system or language through surveys,

interviews etc. (e.g., [113,42])

Note that, typically, in IR systems effectiveness is

measured in terms of precision, recall, and f-measure

(harmonic mean of precision and recall) over the result

set; however, as stated earlier, for a DR system, a single

missing or irrelevant object implies failure. Therefore,

for a VQS and VQL, effectiveness is rather measured

in terms of a binary measure of success (i.e., correc-

t/incorrect query), which could be accompanied with

a fuzzy measure (i.e., the rate of accuracy and com-

pleteness) weighting and combining different types of

query errors (cf. [185,94]). As far as SPARQL is con-
cerned, the measure of correctness could be built on the

semantic similarity between the user query and correct

query (cf. [55]). Since query formulation is an iterative

process, allowing and incorporating multiple attempts

into account is also a sensible approach.

User studies are typically realised by means of query

writing and query reading tasks (cf. [37,168]) to evaluate

the tool itself alone or to compare it with others either

with a summative or formative perspective; various other

studies and measures (e.g., learnability [128]) can be

defined as well. However, consulting users only at the

end (i.e., summative evaluation) does not help much

(cf. [89,36]). The active participation of users at every

cycle of development, grounded on a user-centred design

[130] approach with intermediary reflective assessments

(i.e., formative evaluation), is the true contributor.

Wilson et al. [182] employ evaluation as a part of the

overall design process to inform the design refinements

and argue that, particularity in comparative evalua-

tion, taking user interface as a sole independent variable

would reveal very little about why one outperforms

another. In this respect, the authors propose a forma-
tive evaluation framework by using three established

information-seeking models, namely stratified, episodic,

and strategic models, among others in the literature

(cf. [182]). The first model forms the basis of evaluation

framework in the form of abstraction levels used to eval-

uate the design, while the latter two correspond to these

abstraction levels. The episodic model defines a set of

information-seeking scenarios and the strategic model

defines different tactics for interacting with the informa-

tion, which are then mapped into the episodic model.

The evaluation framework includes the identification
of features (e.g., filtering, grouping, keyword search) in

each subject interface with the number of moves (e.g.,

scroll and select) required to realise each tactic with

each feature. The results are used to find and compare

the amount of user effort required to realise each tactic,

feature, and search scenario with each interface.

Regarding the expressiveness of a VQSs and VQLs,

a formal evaluation is required. However, the formal

evaluation of a VQS is not as straight forward as of a
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VQL. A VQL has clear formal semantics that allow a rig-

orous computational evaluation (cf. [155,66]), while on

the contrary, a VQS is built on an arbitrary set of user

actions that effectively capture a set of syntactic rules

specifying a (query) language. Thus, the formal evalua-

tion of a VQS is a considerably harder problem. Indeed,

for didactic purposes, one could establish an analogy

with Protégé [99], which is an interactive system for

ontology editing. The assessment of Protégé’s ability to

cover all ontology constructs remains ad-hoc, while the

expressiveness of the underlying ontology language, such
as Web Ontology Language (OWL) (cf. [166]), has a clear

formal grounding. A formal framework for evaluating

the expressiveness of VQSs could borrow techniques and

approaches from formal software verification domain.

Particularly static approaches for interactive systems

(e.g., [53,35]) could allow the construction of mathemat-

ical models for user actions and system behaviour.

In most cases, a VQS is intentionally kept less ex-
pressive than the underlying language due to the ex-

pressiveness and usability trade-off (cf. [168]). Complex

semantics expressed with visual constructs and oper-
ations may result in inefficiency for IT experts and

difficulty in use for end users (cf. [150,37]). Therefore,

expressiveness is quite often sacrificed for the sake of

usability.

4 Ontology-based data access

The fact that today relational databases hold a signifi-

cant amount of the world’s enterprise data is a strong

barrier against the adoption of ontology-based visual

query formulation approaches. However, the emergence

of OBDA technologies (cf. [164,101]) raised ontology-

based visual query formulation as a viable and promis-

ing approach for querying a variety of structured data

sources.

OBDA built on data virtualisation enables in-place

querying of legacy relational data sources over ontolo-

gies. That is data stays where it is and in its original

structure, and an ontology comes in as an additional

layer with appropriate mechanisms to virtualise under-

lying data into RDF. As stressed by Kogalovsky [101],

with the OBDA approach, a traditional database system

is transformed into a knowledge base, with a multilayer

architecture coherent with the data independence prin-

ciple (cf. [59]). The database system is employed for the

assertional knowledge (called Abox in DL) and query

evaluation (i.e., retrieval of stored facts), and ontology is

employed for the terminological knowledge (called Tbox

in DL) and query answering (i.e., retrieval of implicit

and explicit facts). There already exist various OBDA

frameworks and systems such as OntoQF [126], Mastro

[44], Ontop [143], Ultrawrap [149] and Morph [138].

OBDA systems fall into the category of ontology-

driven information systems (cf. [75,145]), under which

ontologies are used as external run-time artefacts. How-

ever, the marriage of ontologies and database systems is

built on the long-standing legacy of a plethora of interre-

lated approaches aiming at improving the semantic level

of databases (cf. [101,120]) grounded on the relational

model [46]. On the one hand, object-oriented approaches

for database systems, such as object-oriented databases,

object-relational databases and object-relational map-

pings (cf. [59,133]), emerged to bring the representation

capabilities of databases closer to the richer object-

oriented applications (e.g., type system, class hierarchy).

On the other hand, approaches dealing with the integra-

tion of LP and database systems (cf. [48]), for the sake of

combining formal reasoning with the capability of han-

dling large amounts of data, led to deductive databases;
a prominent example is Datolog language [123] and its

extensions (e.g., [33]). This has been followed by a hy-

brid approach, referred to as object-deductive databases,
which combines the representation capabilities of object-

oriented databases and the reasoning power of deductive

databases; F-logic [98] is a well-known example.

Despite the relative success of deductive and object-

deductive databases, approaches based on description

logic (DL) hold a leading and active role in OBDA

(cf. [101]). DL is a family of knowledge representation

languages and aims to reach a profitable compromise

between expressiveness and reasoning by weaving logic-

based semantics over structured knowledge. The activ-

ities and standards of the Semantic Web, particularly

with the OWL and its profiles that are built on DL,
foster this line of research (cf. [17,22]). Notably, OWL 2

QL, which is based on DL-Lite, is particularly meant for

applications for query answering with a large amount

of instance data and in this profile query answering can

be implemented by rewriting queries into a standard

relational query language [124,73].

4.1 Techniques and practice

A prominent direction for integrating DL ontologies and

databases is founded on mappings and query rewrit-

ing (cf. [101,164,144]) – see Figure 3. The approach

is backward compatible, preserves existing traditional

databases (e.g., SQL databases) as data sources, and

utilises ontologies as external higher-level structures (i.e.,

super structure) over the database schemas (cf. [69]).

This is realised through a set of mappings, which de-

scribe the relationships between the terms in the ontol-
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ogy and their representations in the data sources (i.e.,

data and database schema).

The approach is analogous to the object-relational

mappings, where two common techniques exist. In the

first technique, a mapping between domain concepts

and database schema is provided (e.g., Relational Per-

sistence for Java and .NET - Hibernate1); it provides

high transparency, though is difficult to realise for com-

plex cases. In the second technique, the domain concepts

are linked to the parameters and results of SQL queries

(e.g., iBatis2); it is easier but requires more effort and

a good understanding of database schema and system.

The second technique is employed by many OBDA so-

lutions (e.g., [144,142]), while recent examples for the

first technique are also available (e.g., [126]).

In any case, queries are formulated with ontological

terms (e.g., in SPARQL); and, once submitted, they

are transformed. Two rewrites take place in this con-

text (cf. [143]); in the first one, the query is rewritten

by taking ontology constraints into account. That is it

uses Tbox axioms and unification to generate more spe-

cific queries from the original, most general query [142].

This is because automated reasoning could be compu-

tationally very expensive and most standard reasoning

techniques would need to interleave operations on the
ontology and the data, which may not be practically

feasible if the data is stored in a relational database

[69]. In the second rewrite, the query is transformed

into the language of the underlying relational database

system (e.g., SQL) by the OBDA framework through

available mappings. At this stage the query could be
further optimised in order to improve execution perfor-

mance (cf., [141]). A highly simplified example is given

in Figure 3; for more technical information on existing

technologies, interested readers are referred to [101,164,

126,144,142,141].

A key benefit of the mapping and rewriting approach

is avoiding the representation controversy (cf. [120]) be-

tween ontologies and relational databases (i.e., impedance

mismatch), centred on their semantic and syntactic dif-

ferences (cf. [157]), by separating transactional and do-

main perspectives. That is, while exploiting ontologies

for data access and reasoning, one could also enjoy the

benefits of well-established query optimisation and evalu-

ation support available for traditional database systems

without migrating or duplicating any data (i.e., mate-

rialisation [164]). Another benefit is federation, that is

the ability to integrate distributed data sources with

differing schemas by relating each to a common ontol-

ogy. Also, the use of the Semantic Web technologies

and standards makes it possible to apply and integrate

1 http://www.hibernate.org
2 http://www.mybatis.org

the approach into a broader context, such as for public

data available on the Web (e.g., linked data [22]) and for

semantic interoperability (e.g., semantic service mashups

and data mashups [174,163]). From a wider perspective,

the approach also opens up the possibility of automati-

cally deriving database schemas and mappings, even the

portion of application code, from the subject ontologies

(e.g., [157]). This relates to the design time use of on-

tologies, namely ontology-driven design of information

systems (cf. [75,145]).

5 Challenges and Requirements

Expressiveness and usability span the challenges and re-

quirements for a visual query formulation tool. One can

reach a reified sphere of analysis by projecting main data

access activities, exploration and construction (cf. [37]),

into this frame – see Figure 4. For each activity, the qual-

ities of presentation and interaction are of focus as em-

ployed visual representation and interaction paradigms
and how they are put together, where alternatives are

widely available, are of importance. Here, the notion

of presentation not only concerns the representation of

domain knowledge, but rather every possible graphical

aspect of a user interface; and, interaction refers to a

two-way effect (i.e., control-feedback loop) between a
user and an application, which could be addressed in

terms of control (i.e., of user) and behaviour (i.e., of

application). In the following, general requirements are

discussed in terms of graphic and interaction design

perspectives, and in subsections more specific challenges

and requirements are discussed.

Likewise, in this context, the expressiveness and us-

ability are bi-directional in nature. One is from a system

or language to user point of view, pertaining to the

ability, extent and quality of a language or system for

representing domain knowledge and elicited information

needs. For instance, one might be concerned whether

a system or language is able to visually represent sub-

sumption and disjointness between domain concepts

and at what level of quality. The second one is from a
user to system or language point of view, pertaining to

the ability, extent, and quality of a language or system

for enabling users to articulate their information needs.

For example, one might be concerned whether a system

or language allows users to visually express conjunctive

and disjunctive queries and at what level of quality.

Concerning the expressiveness, primarily, a presen-

tation should encode all relevant information [116]),

pertaining to domain and information needs, and only

that information. However, the expressiveness of an in-

terface not only relies on static visualisations, but also

http://www.hibernate.org
http://www.mybatis.org
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on interaction. A query interface should provide neces-

sary affordances and means to explore domain and to

construct and manipulate queries, under user direction,

over time (cf. potential expressiveness [18]). Yet, user

control commands and application behaviour have to

be restricted to the constraints of domain, for instance,

no user action or application behaviour should lead to a

state that overlaps two disjoint concepts. Generally, the

need and the borders of user skills and knowledge define

the confines of expressivity, whilst the latter being a

highly determining factor.

The usability of an interface concerns the way it

utilises human natural capabilities, particularly commu-

nication, motor, perception, and cognitive skills (cf. [176]),

and knowledge (cf. syntactic and semantic knowledge

[150]). The first two relate to user control, while the last

two pertain to the visual and semantic aspects of presen-

tation and application behaviour. The ground challenge

is to provide familiar metaphors and interaction styles so

as to increase the magnitude of preconscious processing

(e.g., recognition vs. recall) and to foster innate user

reactions (e.g., clicking vs. typing). These are built on

natural visual elements and cues and are spanned by

common human skills and knowledge, for representing

domain knowledge, application behaviour, and construc-

tive and manipulative functionalities.

Apart from traditional design considerations, one

needs to deal with scalability problems that come with

Big Data. Big Data refers to the collection of data sets

characterised by high volume, velocity, variety, and com-

plexity (cf. [107,69]). These four dimensions do not only

concern data but also schemata; therefore, one should

consider scalability both in terms of query evaluation

and query formulation – see Figure 5). The former con-

cerns the cost of executing queries against data sources

(cf. [117]), while the latter refers to the user effort for

finding and using relevant elements of ontology to form

the desired query. In this article, the query formulation

is of concern and the scalability issues could be better

described in relation with the dimensions of Big Data:

– Complexity: ontologies with varied and sophisticated

relationships and constraints (e.g., a deep and large

class hierarchy) are harder to represent, comprehend,

and construct queries from (cf. [93,69]).

– Volume: large ontologies are hard to visualise and

explore on a finite display, and a large data size

makes it difficult to spontaneously interact with the

underlying data (cf. [68,118,93]).

– Variety: ontologies spanning varying types of data

and data sources are harder to represent and in-

teract with generic representation and interaction

paradigms (cf. [173,57]).

– Velocity: rapidly changing data sources (e.g., stream)

are difficult to exploit with passive visual query for-

mulation tools (i.e., non-proactive and non-reactive)

(cf. [183,69]).

5.1 Expressiveness

An ontology construct, feature, or functionality provided

by a VQS or VQL makes value only if users need, under-

stand, and use it. Hence, it is appropriate to approach

expressiveness from a user perspective (cf. [36]). That is,
a) a visual query formulation tool should primarily span

the types of information needs and ontology constructs

needed by users in their context; and b) the inclusion

criteria should be the user perceived complexity (i.e.,

the accessibility of a construct, feature, or functional-

ity) rather than the formal aspects of the underlying

formality.

The user perceived complexity is a crucial factor in

determining the confines of expressiveness. Therefore,

one should be aware that a visual query formulation tool

aimed for end users is not expected to have one-to-one

correspondence with the underlying textual language

(i.e., full expressivity) or be rigidly formal and compre-

hensive like ontology editors and visualisation tools used

for ontology design and management (e.g., [106,93]).

5.1.1 Exploration

Exploration is indeed a continuous activity, since query

formulation demands users to actively engage with the

domain knowledge and semantics; an inadequate supply

of such information leaves users confused or in vacuum.
A user may either purely explore to gain some insights

with/without a concrete formulation task in mind or to

seek for more knowledge for the next step at any point

of an active task.

Katifori et al. [93], in their survey, provide a com-

parative analysis of ontology visualisation methods with

respect to their ability, efficiency, and effectiveness to

represent class taxonomy (i.e., class/subclass hierar-

chy), multiple inheritance, instances, attributes, and re-

lationships. However, among others in OWL, enumerated

classes, disjointness, subproperties, inverse properties,

and multiple ranges are also important to aid users. Re-
maining constructs are not deemed to be essential (i.e.,

of OWL 2 [166]), such as role chains and transitivity,

since they are mostly valuable at query answering stage

in terms of classification, inference, and consistency

checking.

For instance, on the one hand, consider a transitive

property “subRegionOf” for representing part-whole
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Fig. 5 Visual query formulation, OBDA, and scalability issues.

relationships between geographical regions. Knowing

about the transitivity of this property is not of any help

for users in constructing queries for retrieving the subre-

gions of a city, since users are interested in the intended

meaning, not in how it is realised. On the other hand,

consider two disjoint classes or an enumerated class. The

information on the nature of these classes aids users in

selecting the class types and values effectively, by not

allowing the selection of two disjoint classes or of an

inappropriate value respectively. Nonetheless, multiple

inheritance, disjointness, subproperties, inverse proper-

ties, and multiple ranges are comparatively harder to
communicate, while others are mostly well established in

many ontology visualisation methods and tools (cf. [93]).

Ontologies have a propagative effect on the amount

of information to be presented. This case is considered

in two forms, namely the top-down and bottom-up prop-

agation of property restrictions. The first form emerges

from the fact that, in an ontology, explicit restrictions

attached to a concept are inherited by its subconcepts.

For instance, consider an ontology that includes a su-

perconcept “Person”, its subconcepts “Lecturer” and

“Student”, and a data type property “hasID” with do-

main “Person”. It may be of use to explicitly present

“hasID” property, while viewing the subconcepts of “Per-

son”, although the connection is not explicit. The second

form is rooted from the fact that the interpretation of

an OWL concept also includes the interpretations of all

its subconcepts. Therefore, for a given concept, it may

also make sense to suggest the (potential) restrictions

of its subconcepts. For instance, for the same ontology,

assume an object type property “teaches” whose do-

main is “Lecturer”. It may be of use to present “teaches”

property, while viewing the superconcepts of “Lecturer”.

Yet, largely due to the lack of provenance and the de-

struction of hierarchical view, such information, albeit

useful, is harder to represent.

An often employed mechanism for exploring ontolo-

gies is navigation approach. An ontology could be con-

sidered as a graph, whose nodes are mainly hierarchically

organised concepts and edges are relationships. How-

ever, in many cases, an ontology is more than a network

of hierarchies and it is not always straightforward to

represent an ontology in terms of a graph. For instance,

OWL 2 axioms are not well-suited for a graph-based

navigation. Indeed, note that OWL 2 axioms do not

have a natural correspondence to a graph. In this re-

spect, a technique for extracting graph-like structures

from OWL 2 ontologies is employed by Soylu et al. [161].

To realise the idea of ontology guided navigation, the

visual query formulation tool needs to conform to the

navigation graph in the sense that the presence of every
element on the interface is supported by a graph edge.

In this way, it is ensured that the tool mimics the struc-

ture of (and implicit information in) the ontology and

data and that the interface does not contain irrelevant

(combinations of) elements.

5.1.2 Construction

A query basically describes a subgraph of an ontology.

Such descriptions are typically composed through select,
join and projection functions (cf. [59]). The select op-

eration is meant for specifying conditions on concepts

and on their mergers for filtering down the result set

(e.g., where clause in SQL), while the project operation

determines attributes that are to be displayed (i.e., se-

lect clause in SQL). The join operation represents the

traversal of adjacent elements through binary relation-

ships to relate two or more concepts. The select and

projection operations are comparatively easier, while the

join operation is problematic for many users (cf. [89]).

Although ontology-based approaches introduce a more

natural way of joining concepts, there are still issues,

which are discussed below.

A fundamental distinction between queries depends

on how query conditions are connected and is considered

in twofold: conjunctive and disjunctive queries. The

former are basically realised by merging query conditions

with logical “AND” connectives (cf. [40,71]), while the
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latter are formed with logical “OR” connectives (cf. [45]).

Queries can be seen in several topological categories,

such as linear queries, queries with branching and cyclic

queries. The first refers to queries that are basically

serial joins of concepts, while the second category of

queries are composed of path expressions with branching

(cf. [7]). The latter refers to queries that have at least a

path (undirected) in the query graph whose first node

corresponds to the last. An example cyclic query would

be “find all persons who work in the city that they were

born” (“bornIn” and “worksIn” are relationships, while
“person” and “city” are concepts). Queries including

disjunction and cycles are more problematic compared

to linear and tree-shaped conjunctive queries and cycles

are usually addressed through node duplication approach

(cf. [36,93]) – i.e., by duplicating the city node in the

previous example.

There are query types that cannot purely fit into the

aforementioned topological forms, such as queries with

quantification, negation, and aggregation. Two fundamen-

tal forms of quantification are existential quantification

and universal quantification (cf. [126,95]). Existential

quantification is interpreted as “there exists”, “there

exists at least one”, “for some”, and in OWL “some

values from” (cf. [10,166]); an example query would be

“find all lecturers who teach at least one math course”.

Universal quantification is interpreted as “for all”, “for

every”, “only” and, in OWL “all values from” (cf. [166]);

an example query would be “find all lecturers who only

teach Introduction to Computing course”. Negation is

an operation that may be applied on a proposition, truth-

value etc., and in the simplest terms, is used to reverse a

condition; an example query would be “find all students

who do not take Introduction to Computing course”

(e.g., [10]). Aggregation functions such as count, sum
and max are used to group values of multiple attributes

to form a single value. While the use of existential quan-

tification remains implicit, queries that include universal

quantification, negation, and aggregation are quite es-

oteric for end users; this even applies to skilled users,

particularly for universal quantifiers (cf. [95]).

Finally, query manipulation and query reformulation

are often expected situations. However, query manipu-

lation, as opposed to query reformulation from scratch,

needs special attention. This is due to the fact that while

revising a part of an existing query, the overall semantic

consistency has to be maintained (cf. [7]). For instance,

assume that a user wants to specialise a relationship;

this change does not have any global effect. However,

on the contrary, assume that the user wants to alter a

relationship to one of its siblings, where its sibling and

the current relationship range on two disjoint classes

respectively or the user wants to specialise one of the

classes. Such cases require the remaining of the query

to be altered as well. Another example could be the

deletion of a node from the middle of a path expression;

in such a situation, the rest of the path could be deleted

automatically. For the convenience of the user, however,

a better approach would be suggesting new connections,

which is not always straight forward, and a delete option.

The consequences of the query manipulation have to be

taken care of by the query formulation tool rather than

the user, yet the semantics and reasoning behind the

subsequent changes done by the interface could be hard
to communicate and explain to the user.

5.1.3 Discussion

The user perceived complexity of above-mentioned on-

tology constructs and query types ranges with respect to

representation and interaction paradigms, for instance,

while list/menu-based approaches are good for repre-

senting class taxonomies, they are not well suited for

representing relationships (cf. [37,93]). One should also

see that, a system-based approach (i.e., VQS) could

provide more possibilities in terms of expressivity than

a language-based approach (i.e. VQL), since there are

no rigid formal boundaries for a VQS. For instance, in

a VQS, aggregation functions could be handled with

tabular data view, which is actually meant for result

display.

The amount of information a paradigm can com-

municate, the amount of information a user is able to

discern from it (i.e., perceptual level), and the amount of

load a paradigm places over the user (i.e., cognitive level)

are among the selection criteria. Therefore, one could

rightly assert that expressivity should be considered at

perceptual and cognitive levels. Nonetheless, one should

also realise that ontology and the query that is reflected

back, in many cases, need to be oversimplified for end

users. Database/IT experts, given the complexity of an
ontology, might consider this ambiguous; however, the

reference point should be the end users.

End-user visual query formulation comes with a con-

siderable gap between tasks and users in terms of re-

quired and possessed competence. However, simpler vi-

sual interfaces are expected to suffice for the majority

of end-user queries. End users make very little use of

advanced functionalities and are likely to drop their own

requirements for the sake of having simpler ways for

basic tasks (cf. [36,110]). A complex interface is likely

to be rejected by the end users; however, some end users

might be more advanced with respect to others. A pos-

sible approach could be dividing the functionality into

layers, where a user could start using a system with min-
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imal functionality and unlock complex functionalities as

his/her competence progresses (cf. [150]).

Indeed, there is no infinite usability; therefore, the

main goal should be to address frequently occurring

query formulation tasks that are reasonably complex.

Therefore, a visual query formulation tool is often lim-

ited in expressiveness with respect to the underlying

formality; however, the expressiveness of the underly-

ing language is important (e.g., relational completeness

[37,61,47,5]), since queries that cannot be addressed

at the end-user level are likely to be delegated to users
who directly work with the target textual language. A

complex query construct should either be completely

discarded and delegated to users with IT skills, if it is

found to be very complex for end users. Alternatively,

its simple/restricted forms should be supported and

complex forms should be delegated to skilled users –

e.g., a purely disjunctive or conjunctive set of path ex-

pressions vs. a nested set of path expressions connected

with disjunctions and conjunctions.

It is important to gather a catalogue of example

queries categorised into a set of prototypical classes.

This is of help for finding an appropriate compromise

between the need and complexity, while selecting the

representation and interaction paradigms. In this article,

queries are categorised into three levels according to

the need and complexity. The first level, ground queries

[168], refers to simple linear and tree-shaped conjunctive

queries, while the second level refers to queries with

disjunctions, aggregation and cycles. The third level

refers to queries with universal quantifiers, negation,

and query manipulation support. It is postulated that,

in many cases, the majority of end-user queries are to be
centred around the first level. This categorisation largely

relies on personal experience and insights gained from

the literature; a rigid classification could be performed

through end-user studies.

The complexity does not purely originate from the
inherent difficulty of ontology and query constructs; it

is also bound to the size. For instance, Catarci [36] cat-

egorises queries into close-acyclic, far-acyclic, far-cyclic,

very far-acyclic queries, in which not only the structural

form, but also the lengths of queries matter. Yet, at

this point, the matter becomes largely a usability issue,

presented in what follows, for which the representation

and interaction paradigms should be tailored to provide

gradual access and construction mechanisms for large

ontologies and queries.

5.2 Usability

The usability of a visual query formulation tool con-

cerns the selection and intertwining of representation

metaphors, visual attributes, and interaction styles that

require less knowledge, skills and learning effort, and

allow users to discern, comprehend, and communicate a

maximum amount of information effortlessly (cf. [140]).

In general, in order to meet these goals, the tool should

be intelligible, intuitive, succinct, and stimulating, while

providing instant, gradual, iterative, and reversible ex-

periences. It should also be integrated and adapted

to context (cf. [156,49]), such as personal, data-related,

task-related, organisational, and environmental.

A visual query formulation tool needs to provide a

wide support ranging from situating and orienting users

in the conceptual space to helping users in understanding
and using data. However, the Big Data effect impedes

the use of any visual query tool. Primarily, volume

and complexity hinder human perception and cognition

respectively, while variety and velocity require going

beyond generic representation and interaction paradigms

and on-demand querying approaches.

5.2.1 Exploration

Exploration is not only a continuous but also an om-

nipresent activity. At any phase of a user experience,

the display medium presents a portion of the domain,

which basically means either an active or passive explo-

ration, where the user intention is mainly explorative

or constructive respectively. For this reason, ontology

visualisation is an integral part of query formulation.

Katifori et al. [93] categorise ontology visualisation

methods into indented list, node–link and tree, zoomable,

space-filling, focus + context or distortion, and 3D in-

formation landscapes with a hybrid perspective of inter-

action style (for understanding the reality of interest)

and representation paradigm (cf. the classification of

Catarci [37]). Indented list approaches represent the

taxonomy of an ontology as a tree (cf. menu/list-based

approaches), while in node–link and tree approaches,

a set of interconnected nodes represent the taxonomy

and properties of an ontology (cf. diagram-based ap-

proaches). Zoomable approaches present the nodes on

lower levels of hierarchy nested inside their parents, and

zooming changes the viewing level (cf. top-down interac-

tion style). The space-filling approaches use the screen

as a whole by subdividing the space available for a node

among its children and each subdivision corresponds to

a property of the node assigned to it (cf. diagram-based

approaches). The focus + context or distortion is based

on the notion of distorting the view of the presented

graph in order to combine context and focus, where

the node on focus is usually the central one and the

rest of the nodes are presented around it (cf. schema

simplification). In 3D information landscapes, nodes are
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placed on a plane as colour-coded and size-coded 3D

objects (cf. diagram-based approaches).

As both Katifori [93] and Catarci [37] suggest each

representation paradigm has its advantages and disad-

vantages, for instance, while indented lists are better

at representing hierarchies, node–link trees are better

at representing relationships between concepts. How-

ever, with any interface, there are technical limits on

what can be presented on a finite display space and

perceptual limits on how much the user can take from

the visual representation (cf. [177,93]). Here, the first

challenge is to diminish the effect of increasing volume

and complexity of domain knowledge to prevent users

being lost in the conceptual space.

Exploration with large numbers of concepts, rela-

tionships, and attributes in a highly complex domain

is a hard problem, since the presentation could easily

become overcrowded and cluttered and prevent users

to reach an overall understanding or to find particu-

lar information (cf. [171,93,137]). In query formulation,

the volume and complexity largely matter in terms of

schemata rather than the data, since users interact with

the system primarily at a conceptual level. The challenge

is to mitigate generating large and incomprehensible vi-

sualisations (cf. [137]). The very first approach to scale

against the complexity and volume is to provide intuitive

interaction styles that allow users to gradually explore
and access domain knowledge.

Shneiderman [152] defines seven tasks for visual infor-

mation access, namely, overview, zoom, filter, details-on-

demand, relate, history, and extract. This categorisation

is of help for classifying required interaction types. The

overview and zoom tasks are of use for forming a global

understanding and changing vertical focus within the

conceptual space respectively (cf. top-down). The zoom-

ing task is not meant to be a geometrical rescaling,

rather it allows focusing on a specific part of the presen-

tation, while increasing the depth and the magnitude

of detail (cf. semantic zooming [135]). A complemen-

tary task could be viewpoint movement, which changes

the focus horizontally to another part of presentation

(cf. [93]). Filter and details-on-demand tasks are meant

to isolate a fragment of knowledge that is of interest.

The relate task enables users to roam the conceptual

space by pursuing the relationships among nodes (cf.

browsing). This could be realised through expansion and

retraction of nodes, which results in an orderly change

in the viewpoint. The history task supports users to

control and reflect on their previous actions (e.g., undo,

replay, develop experience), while extract task corre-

sponds to query construction actions and is discussed

in the following subsection.

Schema clustering and summarisation are two con-

crete means to increase comprehensibility and communi-

cability. Schema clustering approaches aim at automati-

cally adding abstraction layers to conceptual schemas

(e.g., [34]), after which users are not first confronted

with hundreds or thousands of concepts, rather with

high-level clusters that they could drill down. Schema

summarisation is meant to provide a visual overview of

the entire domain to aid user understanding (e.g., [110,

186]). A simple meta-level visualisation, for instance,

could reflect the number of instances associated with
each concept and the number of relationships between

concepts by using variable size thickness for shapes

and lines representing concepts and relationships re-

spectively. More advanced visualisations are possible

through network visualisation techniques that can han-

dle high numbers of concepts and use different pattern

identification approaches (cf. [108]).

Another promising direction is to employ adaptivity

and customisation (i.e., adaptability) techniques (cf. [29,

146]). Adaptivity allows a system to automatically al-

ter/adapt its content, behaviour, and presentation with

respect to changing context dimensions, where customi-

sation is a user managed process of altering software

to his/her particular context such as needs and pref-

erences. Context is a broad notion that encompasses

any information that characterises the computing con-

text including entities involved (e.g., user, devices, time,

location) and relationships among them (cf. [54,20]). Al-

though the potential of adaptivity and customisation for

enriching the usability of visual query formulation tools

is already apparent, it is not yet truly exploited (cf. [36,

89]). An example could be the physical environment, if

a user is working on two or more screens, the part of

the visualisation can be delegated to other display units
(cf. [78]). Another example could be the device, if the

user is on the field and accessing the tool from a mobile

device, the tool could alter its presentation to the screen

characteristics of the device and provide a more natu-

ral interaction mechanism, such as haptic control [109],

which complements the direct manipulation approach.

The high variety and velocity also have implications

on visual query tools at the exploration stage. Specific

representations that suit best to the nature of data at

hand, along with generic presentation facilities, are re-

quired to better communicate and interact with different

types of data. This may include specific presentations for

data fragments ranging from atomic facts, such as time

and location, to high-level concepts, such as people and

places, which may also include atomic facts (cf. [173]).

Two very prominent examples are spatial and temporal

data sources, where the use of domain-specific presen-

tations is reported to be more effective (e.g., [57,39]).
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The presentation elements used in such scenarios are

mostly analogous to real-life, such as maps, which lead

to immediate grasping by increasing the magnitude of

preconscious processing (cf. [65]).

5.2.2 Construction

The transition between exploration and construction is

mostly obscure and needs special attention due to their

adverse, though complementary roles. The goal of a user

at the query construction stage is to travel all the paths
that form the intended query as quickly as possible,

unlike the exploration stage where the aim is to discover

the conceptual space to a large extent. Hence, for the

sake of exploration, visual query formulation tools need

to bring in a range of concepts and relationships to

the attention of users, while on the contrary, at the

construction stage, they need to keep users focused and

raise only concepts and relationships that are relevant

for the query task.

The challenge for query construction is to guide

users to their targets with a minimum amount of devia-

tions and backtracks. Large domain knowledge, together

with top-down and bottom-up propagation of property

restrictions, increases the number of possibilities enor-

mously. At any step of query construction, users are

confronted with a high number of concepts and proper-

ties to choose from. This reduces the ability of users to

quickly decide on the next action.

As a solution, adaptivity and customisation are

of substantial help in pruning the irrelevant concepts,

paths, and properties by taking contextual factors into

account (cf. [88,119]). It goes without saying that, every

user is unique, yet common traits weave through them.

These differences and commonalities could be addressed

in a way to fit data access systems to the context of

each user and user group. For instance, in an oil com-

pany, there could be different groups of users such as

chemists and geologists; therefore, depending on the

role of the user in an organisation, a user could only

be interested in one part of the domain. An example

would be the analysis of query logs on individual and

group basis to derive points of interest in the conceptual

space for each user and user group and to present the

most relevant concepts, attributes and relationships at

every stage. The approach could be improved through

recommendations (cf. [104]), that is rather than forcing

users towards one system defined direction, users could

be guided through suggestions, while still being able to

reach out other possibilities.

A notable example is called reachability in the con-

text of this article. The navigation of conceptual space

might turn into a tedious process, particularly when the

source concept and the target concept(s) of an intended

path are considerably distant from each other, leading

to an exponential increase in the number of choices.

Barzdins et al. [10,11] and Popov et al. [137] address

this matter by suggesting possible paths for given source

and target concepts, i.e., shortest path, which is called

non-local navigation in this article. A better approach

would be taking previous query logs into account and

ranking paths accordingly, since the shortest path ap-

proach does not guarantee relevance. Soylu et al. [159]

propose an approach, which exploits a query history to
rank and suggest ontology elements with respect to an

incomplete query that a user has constructed so far.

Various heuristic approaches should be considered

to prevent any confusion that users might encounter

during the navigation of a conceptual space. Ontology-

based navigation might not be always intuitive for the

end users, if it is not tailored adequately. For example,

Soylu et al. [162], in their work regarding ontology-based

Web navigation, show that navigational chains could be

shortened with the help of a set of heuristics derived from

the available data, such as skipping the range concept

if there is only one instance available for the selected

relationship (i.e., pseudo cardinality). From a generic

perspective, observing what concepts and properties

really occur at the data level is of help to eliminate the

irrelevant elements at the presentation level. One could

also use sanctions at the ontology level as suggested

by Bechhofer and Horrocks [13], which are annotations

that are semantically separate from the ontology and

indicate for which concepts showing certain relationships

or subconcepts is reasonable, valid and natural.

Combination of various search approaches could be

leveraged to aid users in every phase of construction

process. For instance, keyword search and tag clouds

(e.g., [110,105]) could be employed to inform users about

concepts, relationships, and attributes, which are not im-

mediately available, and about possible attribute values

respectively. Auto-complete facilities could serve for the

same purpose. A similar approach comes from faceted

search (cf. [175]), where users are provided with possible

numbers of results at every step of the construction.

Such approaches enable users to have a sense of what

to expect and what direction to take, and ultimately

prevent the construction of queries that are not sound –

e.g., queries with no results or with a massive number

of results. Regarding the active construction phase, the

redundancy of affordances (e.g., different means to navi-

gate to next concept) has the potential to improve user

experiences and the accessibility of interface functional-

ity by providing alternative options. Provenance is also

worth to mention in this context; if a user loses the sense

of state and track of navigation, this could have fatal
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implications in the user experience, which necessitate

such information to be continuously available.

Collaborative query formulation, or collaborative search

in a broader context (cf. [119,188]), and query reuse

(cf. [177,97]) are among other possible directions. The

collaboration could take place among different types of

users; however, in the present context, domain expert -

IT expert and domain expert - domain expert type of

collaborations are of particular interest. This is because

queries above a certain level of complexity could be

realised either exclusively by IT-skilled users or with

the help of IT-skilled users. The collaboration between

domain experts may make sense in situations where the

transfer of knowledge between peers is of importance.

Still, one could anticipate that the medium and way
of collaboration for these two types to be distinct, for

instance, in domain expert - IT expert case, a domain

expert is likely to work on visual level, while a database

expert is likely to work at textual level, which he/she

is potentially more comfortable and efficient with. Such

situations require interface to be able to manage both

perspectives simultaneously.

Query reuse is another form of knowledge transfer,

i.e., passive collaboration (cf. [119]), which allows users

to modify previous queries to fit them to the current

task. Query reuse saves user effort and has a didactic

role in the training of end users. Having said that, how-
ever, query reuse should be carefully utilised as it might

lead to poorer quality query results and greater over-

confidence in the correctness of results (cf. [3]). From

another perspective, existing queries could be abstracted

as concepts for the use of end users; such an approach

not only has potential to simplify the realisation of com-
plex tasks, but is also promising in providing extensions

to the ontology on the fly (cf. [69]).

Finally, given the increasing size and velocity of

data, attention turns out to be a precious and limited

resource (cf. [132]), therefore a visual query formulation

tool needs to address proactive and reactive scenarios,

where data is automatically detected, assessed, and acted

upon (cf. [69]). The challenge is to drive user attention

within the large streams of data, so that valuable data

fragments could be exploited. This also applies for non-

stream scenarios, where new data comes in at arbitrary

times. In such cases, a push-based approach is preferable

over a pull-based approach (i.e., on-demand) for the users

due to low cognitive load and high time-efficiency. The

query construction is similar to that of a normal case,

though the execution and result handling differ, since the

matching data fragments and predictions based on them

(i.e., proactive) are expected to cause automated actions

at data or application level (i.e., reactive) (cf. [24]).

Hence, query interfaces should provide intuitive means

to associate queries with possible actions. This fact,

along with the variety in data (e.g., temporal and spatial

data), necessitates domain-specific interaction elements

and modalities as well, such as range sliders and switches

with haptic control, to trigger innate user reactions.

5.2.3 Discussion

A foundational issue in the development of VQSs and

VQLs is to drive the capabilities of the output medium

and human visual system at an optimum level, while

bridging the gap between the application and the user

mental model (cf. [116,140]). Primary points of atten-

tion are over perceptual, cognitive, and interactional

aspects of the presentation. As evidenced by the lit-

erature, a singular approach is not sufficient to meet

the diverse requirements and needs (cf. [36,93]). For

this reason, multi-paradigm and multi-perspective ap-

proaches are promising to address diverse type of users,

tasks, and contexts. In the former, multiple represen-

tation and interaction paradigms, each associated with

the task(s) and knowledge that it is best suited to, are

combined, and in the latter different query formulation

approaches, such as keyword search, natural language,

and formal textual query editing, are combined with

visual query formulation. However, a multi-paradigm

and multi-perspective approach is not sufficient alone.

Although the adaptivity approach, which has an estab-

lished research legacy, closes the gap, it should be used

with care. The excessive use of automation could cause

users to lose the sense of control and awareness and lead

to frustration – i.e., perceived user control and situation

awareness (cf. [157,165]).

A query formulation interface should not be consid-

ered in isolation; it should be well integrated into the

organisational context with respect to the data flow and

life cycle. A notable example is instance-level navigation

(cf. [147,137]), with which users are able to navigate

data, i.e., the result set of an executed query, by follow-

ing links between individual instances. The particular

use of instance-level navigation is data curing and basic

analysis; however, it is also part of iterative and ex-

ploratory search (cf. [177,180]). In many cases, a query

needs to be reformulated several times (i.e., iterative),

where all iterations before the final query have an ex-

ploratory character. That is after inspecting the result

set (i.e., interacting with data), a user gains more in-

sights about the domain and data and revises his/her

query accordingly. Instance-level navigation could also

happen during query formulation by providing cues

(cf. [147]), which are example results from the partial

query.
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Concerning the communication of extracted data,

two primary notions, namely data with context and data

in context, are introduced in this article. The former em-

phasises the need for meta information associated with

the data, called data provenance, i.e., where it comes

from (e.g., data federation), why (e.g., reasoning), its his-

tory. (cf. [89]). It is also an essential practice for dealing

with ontology evolution (cf. [103]) to identify the source

of data with respect to the changes among ontology

versions. Regarding the latter, it concerns data delivery

and interaction in a natural form, for instance, on a
map for geospatial data. These lead us to the fact that

a query formulation tool is indeed a member of a large

tool portfolio, which includes other tools addressing a

variety of purposes such as analysis, sense-making and

collaboration. Interaction and data flow among these

applications are as essential as collaboration between

human actors for increasing the value creation potential.

These applications could share a common framework

that ensures data interoperability and application inter-

operability. Facilities that allow extraction of data in

different formats may be provided to reach an integrated

work environment as well (cf. [163,179]).

Lastly, for an ontology-driven user interface (cf. [14]),

the challenge is not only the usability of the interface,

but also the usability of the ontology, which steers the

interface. Yet, the usability aspects of ontologies remain

unnoticed to a large extent; the mismatch/gap between

a user’s understanding of domain and an ontology could

easily hamper the success of a well-designed interface.

Examples are available from a small number of studies

– e.g., users expect a relationship to be an attribute or

get lost while seeking a concept (e.g., [137,162]).

In an OBDA scenario, particularly in large indus-

trial settings, ontologies are possibly to be obtained

with an ontology bootstrapping process (cf. [164,148]),

where existing documentation and database schemas

are automatically harvested into ontologies. The result

of the bootstrapping process is not always expected to

be of high quality, since the underlying resources do not

necessarily capture the rich semantics of the domain

and automatic approaches have their limits. A consider-

able manual effort is required to enrich and fine-tune a

bootstrapped ontology. Usability metrics for ontologies

should also be developed to aid ontology design and

presentation, for example, the ratio of the length of an

expected path to the length of an observed path that

a user takes to reach from a source concept to a target

concept while navigating (cf. [162]).

6 Research landscape and directions

Visual query formulation is a viable alternative to com-

plex formal textual languages and is preferable over

keyword (cf. [23]) and natural language interfaces (NLI)

(cf. [52,115]), which do suffer from the incapability of

expressing complex information needs and natural lan-

guage ambiguities respectively, for querying structured

data. The research on ontology-based visual query for-

mulation is a multi-front endeavour situated on a set of

interrelated research fields, which is highlighted through-

out this article and overviewed in Figure 6.

Indeed, research on visual query formulation is long-

standing; however, early approaches such as QBE (Query

by Example) [189], QBD* (Query by Diagram) [4], Vi-

sionary [15], TableTalk [61], HVQS [41], VKQS [153],

VISUAL [9], X-VIQU [43], Xing [62] and XQBE [26]

employ database schemas, object-oriented models, semi-

structured models (e.g., XML), proprietary graph-based

models, etc. Experimental research shows that approaches

that rely on logical models (e.g., database schemas) are

not as effective as conceptual approaches, where inter-
action is in terms of real world concepts [154].

An ontology-based approach has a lot to offer in

this respect. However, its applications to visual query

formulation are comparatively recent (e.g., [10,38,106,

11]) and existing ontology-based data access approaches

are rarely supported with visual query formulation tools

(e.g., [70]). In what follows, notable ontology-based or

ontology-suited approaches (e.g., generic approaches

for graph-based data structures) are presented and dis-

cussed first; the goal is not to provide an extensive

review, but to provide a meta perspective. Then, with

respect to the current research trends, a set of directions

is suggested.

6.1 Research context

Existing ontology-based visual query formulation ap-

proaches could be considered in three lines of research.

The first line of research is purely language-oriented

(i.e., VQLs – e.g., [63,80,155,84,76,1]). The second line

of research is system-oriented and utilises formal vi-

sual languages (i.e., VQSs with a VQL – e.g., [38,10]).

The third line of research is purely system-oriented (i.e.,

VQSs without a VQL) and existing approaches largely

focus on semantic data browsers and search interfaces

for the Web (e.g., [79,27]).

The first line (i.e., VQLs), such as Nitelight [155]

and QueryVOWL [76], is out of interest in the context of

this article due to their high-level of formality. They are

not adequate for end users as they demand high level

knowledge and skills to understand syntax and semantics
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Fig. 6 Ontology-based visual query formulation as a multi-front endeavour.

behind a given visual notation – an example is depicted

in Figure 7 for QueryVOWL. Therefore, in the rest of the

article, the focus is mainly on the second and third lines

of research. Semantic data browsers and search interfaces
are considered in terms of VQSs, since they indeed do

generate queries without disclosing them to users. The

focus is particularly on the notable approaches meant

for the Web although they are meant for browsing rather

than querying, since they are widely used and better

embraced, query and information retrieval interfaces

have considerable commonalities, and the bulk body of

research belongs to the Semantic Web community.

Faceted search (cf. [175]) and query by navigation

(QbN) (cf. [171]) are two salient approaches in the Web

in terms of their suitability for ontology-based query for-

mulation and their inherent compatibility. An advanced

combination of form-based and menu-based representa-

tion styles and largely range selection interaction style

characterise the faceted search, with which projection

and selection operations could easily be applied over

a concept. The determining characteristic of QbN is

the navigational interaction style, which offers an in-

tuitive way for joining concepts through pursuing the

links in between. There is a natural fit between these

two approaches, as there is a fair share of primary query

operations (i.e., select, join, and project). In the follow-

ing, the harmony between faceted search and QbN is

discussed with respect to ontologies and ontology-based

examples.

6.1.1 Faceted search

Faceted search is based on a series of orthogonal dimen-

sions that can be applied in combination to filter the

information space. Each dimension, called facet, corre-

sponds to a taxonomy, that is each instance of a concept

is classified with respect to multiple explicit dimensions

(i.e., faceted classification). A taxonomy, i.e., facet, could

have a hierarchical structure, named hierarchal facets.

Constraints associated with different facets are mostly

combined with logical “AND” (cf. [175]). For example,

for a concept that describes “cars”, facets could be the

“brand”, “type”, “year”, “mileage”, etc. The ideas that

drive faceted search likely emanate from the work on

dynamic queries [151] and view-based search [136], and

inspire the work on instantaneous response interfaces

[127].

The work on dynamic queries is based on the interac-

tive control of visual query parameters leading to a rapid

display of search results. The idea is further improved

by taking the relationship between data distribution

and user selections into account in a proactive way in

order to limit the user to a set of satisfiable parameter

combinations (cf. [2,56]). For instance, given a movie

database, upon the selection of a particular actor, all

the dates, for which the selected actor has no movie,

are excluded from available options and/or the number

of available instances is displayed next to each possible

date option. The number of achievable instances upon a

possible selection of a facet or facet option is sometimes
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Fig. 7 An example fragment of QueryVOWL – a visual query language for linked data.

called numeric volume indicators (NVIs) and is an inte-

gral part of faceted search [181]. In view-based search,

a view corresponds to a facet and the difference from

the earlier work is the use of hierarchical facets, while

the work on instantaneous response interfaces relies on

the idea of providing instant suggestions at schema level

and data level to the user as he/she interacts. Research-

wise, Flamenco [184], RB++ (Relation Browser) [187],

mSpace [147], and Exhibit [87] are well-known examples.

Flamenco3 (see Figure 8) combines keyword and

faceted search. Initially all facets are shown and, after

selecting a facet or executing a keyword search, the re-

sults are presented and facets are displayed in a column

next to the result area. If the selected facet has sub-

categories, they are shown and if it has a hierarchical

structure, the subcategories of the selected option are

shown. RB++ lists all facets and their entire values

at the top part of the interface and the result set is

displayed at the bottom part. Facets can be reordered;

however, this has no effect on filtering.

mSpace provides keyword search support and presents

four panels. The first panel, facet browser, displays ac-

tive facets in a linear form. The order of facets matters,

since the filtering is done left to right. A user can make

multiple selections within a facet, which are combined

with logical “OR”. The second panel, interests, serves

as a bookmark facility, with which the user can re-

tain instances of interest. The third panel, information,

presents information about the last selection, i.e., in-

stance or facet. The last panel, preview cue, provides

example instances during the search.

Exhibit is similar to commercial faceted search in-

terfaces; it consist of two panels: browse panel and view
panel. The browse panel presents a set of facets, while

the view panel presents the search results. The view

panel is configurable, that is different view options are

possible such as lists and maps. All faceted search inter-

faces described here are accompanied with NVIs and the

3 http://flamenco.berkeley.edu

trail of selections (aka breadcrumbs) for user awareness

and control.

6.1.2 Query by navigation

QbN exploits the graph-based organisation of data to

allow the user to construct queries by traversing the

relationships between concepts. The type of a relation-

ship could be a simple is-a relationship (i.e., concept-

subconcept) or more general. An early attempt for the

application of QbN comes from Ter Hofstede et al. [171];

their work combines stratified hypermedia (cf. [30]) and

QbN, which are particularly well-known in document

retrieval domain, and applies it to traditional database

systems by exploiting the parallels in information disclo-

sure between document retrieval systems and traditional

database systems.

Stratified hypermedia is an architecture in which

information is organised via several layers of abstraction.

The base layer contains the actual data (i.e., hyperbase),

while other layers contain the abstraction of this data

(i.e., hyperindex ) and enable access to the base layer.

In a document retrieval system, the abstraction layer

is composed of hierarchically organised keywords; an

indexing process is required to construct the abstraction

layer and to characterise the documents (i.e., identi-

fication of documents with respect to the abstraction

layer). The characterisation process is known to be a

hard problem; however, in traditional database systems,

the characterisation of data is directly given by a ref-

erence model [171]. Ter Hofstede et al. [171], in their

work, built their abstraction layer on the top of Object

Role Modelling (ORM) (cf. [77]), due to its closeness

to the real world compared to the Entity-Relationship

(ER) models (cf. [59]), and employ QbN to enable the

user to navigate hyperindex and construct linear paths.

Although the resulting branches, with pure QbN, are

connected with logical “AND”, the authors provide a

structure editor, with which the user could combine

linear paths in advanced ways including negation and

logical “OR”.

http://flamenco.berkeley.edu
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Fig. 8 Flamenco – a faceted search interface.

Concerning the present research, QbN is typically

realised in two forms, which are characterised with menu-
based and diagram-based representation styles respec-

tively. Examples of QbN with menu-based representation

style are usually the semantic data browsers developed
for querying and browsing linked data (cf. [22]). Partic-

ular examples are Tabulator [16], TcruziKB [122], and

SWC [162]. Tabulator provides an instance level navi-

gation experience and employs a tree-based approach

(i.e., indented lists), where a user can expand and re-

tract nodes and follow relationships by selecting tree

elements. Unlike Tabulator, TcruziKB does not display

the whole hierarchy and the goal is query construction;

a user starts with a keyword search to find a kernel

concept (i.e., starting concept) and, once found, system

suggests relationships. The selection of a relationship

is followed by a selection of a range concept, then the

system moves focus to the selected concept; this process
is continued, until the query of interest is complete. The

operation of moving from one concept to another (i.e.,

changing focus) is known as pivoting operation and the

active/focus concept is called pivot (cf. [137,100]).

SWC4 is for instance level mobile navigation (see

Figure 9), and nitially provides a flat list of concepts;
upon selection of a concept, the tool presents the list of

subconcepts or list of available instances. Once an in-

stance is selected, available relationships are shown, with
which the user can change focus to another instance.

Examples of QbN with diagram-based representation

style are TAMBIS [167], SEWASIE [38], GQL (Graph-

ical Query Language) and ViziQuer [10,11,190], and

Visor [137]. TAMBIS has a diagram-based pane, where

a user query is represented as a tree. The user starts

with a kernel concept, as a root node, and continues con-

struction by expanding nodes through their properties.

The user can type in his constraints for an attribute

directly on the corresponding leaf node. The tool de-

veloped within the context of SEWASIE project has a

query manipulation pane, which provides a graph-based

representation of the constructed query. The query ma-

nipulation pane maintains the focus and suggests the

user possible concepts and relationships with drop-down

menus.

GQL is a graphical query language built on SPARQL

and OWL, while ViziQuery is a query system driven

4 http://www.ahmetsoylu.com/pubshare/icae2011/

http://www.ahmetsoylu.com/pubshare/icae2011/
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Fig. 9 SWC – an instance-based mobile data browser.

by GQL. Similar to SEWASIE project, ViziQuer also

offers a graph-based pane for query manipulation; the

tool firstly presents a list of concepts, so that the user

can select a kernel concept. Upon the selection of a

kernel concept, the user can add a subordinate concept

from the list. The system offers the shortest or the
most likely paths between the kernel concept and the

subordinate concept, or the user can draw links between

any concepts to receive path recommendations. It is

possible to navigate from concept to concept by directly

following relationships as well, though the mechanism

is not clearly exemplified or explained. For the selection

and projection operations, ViziQuer provides a form-

based dialog.

Visor initially provides a list of all concepts (flat or

hierarchical views are available) and a diagram-based

query pane. User-selected concepts are moved to the

query manipulation pane. The user can select as many

concepts as needed (called multi-pivot approach). The

tool automatically links all the concepts. A blue circle,

with a number in it, is displayed in the middle of each

edge; this number represents the number of relationships

that link two concepts. If there are no relationships that

link two concepts, the first shortest path is found and
intermediary nodes are added. These facilities are used

for ontology exploration and to derive a subgraph of

interest, while full query construction is handled through

a form and menu-based approach with respect to the

derived subgraph of the ontology.

6.1.3 Hybrid approaches

Faceted search is widely used in commercial websites,

such as eBay and Amazon, for listing and filtering prod-

ucts and menu-based navigation is the backbone of Web

browsing; therefore, a typical Web user is expected to be

familiar with faceted search and QbN. Besides, faceted

search and QbN have a natural harmony with ontologies,

since the representation of taxonomies and associations

between concepts are in the core of ontologies. However,
considering each approach in isolation, faceted search,

in its most common form, breaks down as soon as a

join between several concepts is required. Ontologies are

richer and represent more complex relationships between

concepts than child-parent relationships. Similarly, QbN

is good at exploring such links between domain concepts,

yet it needs facilities to accommodate the selection and

projection operations. In this respect, the amalgamation

of faceted search and QbN is a very sensible direction.

Indeed, faceted search includes a navigational flavour;

this is mostly due to fact that it allows the user to drill

down within hierarchical concept and facet taxonomies.

For this reason, it is sometimes called faceted navigation

or faceted browsing. Tunkelang and Marchionini [175]

distinguish faceted search and faceted navigation to

highlight the difference between the navigational and

range-based aspects of faceted search. However, such a

distinction is inherently redundant, since every selection

within a facet results in a search and the navigational

aspects of faceted search are not truly dominant.

Structurally, query construction on a hybrid of QbN

and faceted search corresponds to a navigation and prun-

ing process within a network of hierarchies ; an example

is given in Figure 10. There are two concepts in this

example, namely “Student” and “Course”, which are

associated through “takes” relationship. Each concept

has a set of facets, for instance “Type”, “Title”, “Year”,

and “Status” for the “Course”. These facets are de-
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rived from attributes, and they could also be derived

from relationships as shown in Figure 10 for the “takes”

relationship acting as a facet for “Student” over the

representative “Title” attribute of “Course” concept.

The same relationship is also used for navigating from

“Student” to “Course” concept or vice versa. One should

realise that deriving facets from a concept is not always

straightforward, one may require some processing, for

instance for the discretisation of numeric attributes (e.g.,

GPA). Hybrid approaches in the current literature could

be considered in twofold, which are built on menu-based
and diagram-based representation styles as well.

Menu-based hybrid approaches are mostly built by

introducing pivoting into faceted search interfaces, so

that the user can navigate between related data sets.

Examples of menu-based hybrid approaches are Paral-

lax [86], Humboldt [100], Rhizomer [27], VisiNav [79],
and tFacet [28]. Parallax and Humboldt are generic

approaches for graph-based data structures with appli-

cations on Web data. In Parallax, the user starts with a
keyword search, after which a set of matching concepts

and instances are offered to the user. Upon selection of a

particular concept, all available instances are displayed

along with a set of facets. The interface also displays

a set of relationships, with which the user can browse

from one set of instances to another.

In Humboldt, as soon as a data source is loaded, all

available instances are presented as a list, and types

of these resources are listed in a tag cloud to filter the

resources. Differently, in Humboldt, facets are based

on relationships and grouped by type. There could be

various relationships between two concepts; however,

rather than deriving a facet for each relationship, only

a single facet is derived per associated concept. Such

an approach results in a decrease in the number facets,

while introducing ambiguity. The approach also provides

a mechanism for navigating between concepts, which is

supported with an animation to prevent user confusion.

Rhizomer5 (see Figure 11) is a tool for exploring

semantic Web data and is similar to Parallax; it follows

overview, zoom and filter mantra and uses techniques,

such as navigation menus, tree-maps or sitemaps, to

provide an overview of the dataset. VisiNav is built

on four operations, namely keyword search, object fo-

cus, path traversal, and facet specification. The keyword

search provides an initial set of results and with object

focus the user can view a single result. The path traver-

sal allows the user to reach out other concepts either

through a single instance or concept, while with facet

specification the user can filter down the result set.

5 http://rhizomik.net/html/rhizomer/

tFacet6 is a tool for hierarchical faceted exploration

of RDF data. The user first needs to select a base con-

cept, for which the exploration is to be limited to, then

the interface, as shown in Figure 12, displays facets at

the left-hand side in a tree form (i.e., indented list).

The first level of the tree represents the facets derived

from the direct relationships and attributes of the base

concept, while the children of a tree item represent the

facets of another concept associated through the rela-

tionships that the parent tree item represents (e.g., in

Figure 10, “Student” being the base concept, “takes”
property would be a direct facet, while “Year” attribute

would be a child of it). Selected facets appear in the

bottom middle part of interface along with possible

options. Options selected within a facet are connected

with the “OR” connective, while options selected from

different facets are connected with the “AND” connec-

tive. The result set is continuously displayed at the top

part of interface; the user can add/remove attributes for

the result set by using a dialog activated with “visible

properties” button. Although a tree-based approach can

represent a large number of direct and indirect facets

for a concept, for large ontologies the depth of the tree

is an issue. This is because each tree item is expected to

have a high number of children hindering the usability

(cf. [93]).

An important problem with menu-based hybrid ap-

proaches is their inability to aggregate information from

different concepts (i.e., result set is formed by a single

concept). Another problem is poor support for overview

(i.e., a global view of connected concepts, constraints

imposed, and attributes selected for the output).

Concerning the diagrammatic approaches, notable
examples are OZONE [170], MDDQL [92], gFacet [82]

and OptiqueVQS [160]. In OZONE, the user first searches

for a kernel concept from a hierarchical list of concepts.

Once a concept is selected, it appears in the diagram-

based query manipulation pane in the form of a rect-
angle. Each node is the aggregation of a concept name

and its properties. The navigation from one concept to

another happens through the expansion of relationships.

OZONE mainly uses a form-based representation style,

that is a user has to type in constraints for attributes.

However, the user can specialise and generalise concepts

in a fashion similar to the faceted search, by clicking

on a node and selecting a more general or more specific

concept type.

MDDQL comes with four panes: a diagram-based

pane for representing queries in tree form, a suggestion

pane listing possible terms (e.g., concepts and prop-

erties), and two other panes for attributes that are

constrained and selected for the output respectively. A

6 http://www.visualdataweb.org/tfacet.php

http://rhizomik.net/html/rhizomer/
http://www.visualdataweb.org/tfacet.php
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Title	  

Student	   Course	  

Type	  

Lecture	  
Laboratory	  

Year	  

1st	  year	  

3rd	  year	  
2nd	  year	  

4th	  Year	  Status	  

Mandatory	  

Elec=ve	  

Departmental	  
Free	  Elec=ve	  

Standing	  

Freshman	  
Sophomore	  
Junior	  
Senior	  

GPA	  

0.0	  –	  1.0	  
1.0	  –	  2.0	  
2.0	  –	  3.0	  
3.0	  –	  4.0	  

Gender	  

Male	  
Female	  

Type	  

Regular	  
Special	  

Exchange	  
Guest	  

CSE100	  
CSE200	  
CSE300	  
CSE400	  

takes	  

Fig. 10 QbN and faceted search – a network of hierarchies.

Fig. 11 Rhizomer – a tool for exploring semantic data.
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Fig. 12 tFacet – a tool for hierarchical faceted exploration of RDF data.

user can start with a kernel concept, as the root node

of a query tree, and keep expanding nodes by selecting

a property from the suggestion pane.

gFacet7 (see Figure 13) is a tool for exploring seman-

tic data and is similar to OZONE. The search process

starts with a keyword search for finding a kernel con-

cept; once a kernel concept is selected, it appears on

a diagram-based query manipulation pane. The facets

in gFacet are only the ones derived from relationships

between concepts (e.g., “takes” for “Student” in Fig-

ure 10); the user can keep linking concepts and filtering

the result set by expanding relationships into new nodes

and selecting values for them. The result set attributes

only come from the kernel concept and the concepts

added to query graph by navigation are merely used

for filtering the result set. However, the user has the

opportunity to change the kernel concept.

OptiqueVQS (see Figure 14) relies on a widget-based

architecture so as to exploit multiple coordinated rep-

resentation and interaction paradigms for graph navi-
gation and facet refinement. A graph-based widget is

meant to provide an overview, while a menu-based wid-

get and a form-based widget deal with navigation and

facet manipulation and provide view/focus. The dia-

grammatic query representation is informal, free off

SPARQL jargon, and simplified (i.e., unidirectional and

tree-shaped) – cf. Figure 14 vs. Figure 7.

7 http://www.visualdataweb.org/gfacet.php

The problem of inability to aggregate information

from different concepts generally persists for diagram-

based hybrid approaches, while a better overview is

provided, since diagram-based approaches are naturally

good at providing a global view. However, this time the

problem is usually poor support for focus, that is ability

to channel user to a specific part of an active task.

6.2 Discussion and directions

A good deal of existing work, with the rise of the Seman-

tic Web technologies, targets semantic data browsing

and searching on the Web. Although early approaches,

such as Tabulator, are mostly suitable for IT skilled

users, successor approaches address end users and pro-

vide valuable techniques and insights for the use of

ontologies for enhanced end user experiences in data

access.

However, firstly, these approaches are mostly very

minimalistic in expressivity both in terms of queries

and domain knowledge they can express. In many cases,

even conjunctive queries are not well established and

available domain knowledge is very poor, since it is

extracted from instances (i.e., instance-oriented) rather

than an ontology. In a traditional scenario, as discussed

earlier, certain types of domain knowledge and queries

should be addressed or IT expert support should be

possible to enable end users to closely describe and find

data of interest within Big Data sources.

http://www.visualdataweb.org/gfacet.php
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Fig. 13 gFacet – a tool for exploring semantic data.

Fig. 14 OptiqueVQS – an ontology-based visual query system.
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Secondly, semantic data browsing on the Web is

highly exploratory and requires instant and continuous

interaction with data (i.e., database-intensive). This

is contrary to traditional data access systems, where a

user first constructs the information need with the terms

coming from a schema and then retrieves the associated

data. As discussed earlier, interaction with the real

data at every phase of query formulation is of use for

understudying the organisation of underlying data and

for improved user experiences. Yet, the problem with

this approach in a traditional system, particularly in an
industrial setting, is linked with the sheer volume and

velocity of data. It is not always feasible to maintain

a constant and frequent contact with voluminous and

stream data sources. The same applies to NVIs for

faceted search interfaces, indeed every possible facet

selection and every possible join with a new concept

means a new partial query, which should be run against

the data sources to provide the user with the number

of results for each possibility. This situation opens up

yet another research challenge, for which not only exact

solutions but also approximations could be of a great

use.

As evidenced by the presented hybrid approaches,

the combination of faceted search and QbN is a promis-

ing and natural direction. However, there are certain

issues to be addressed for its applicability in a tradi-

tional query formulation setting. Presented approaches

are mostly prototypical and none of them is scalable to

an industrial setting. There are no means provided to

tackle large ontologies. Query formulation remains very

implicit and limited due to their high exploratory nature

and the line between query construction and exploration

is not clear. For a data browsing scenario, this blurry

line may not be a problem while tackling with data in
small sizes, where data is instantly provided at every

phase of interaction; however, in a traditional data ac-

cess setting, the user focus is on the formal description

of information need, which necessitates a clear distinc-

tion between explorative and constructive actions. In

contrast with data browsers, existing query formulation

tools have a strong focus on construction, while leaving

exploration almost non-addressed. Exploration and con-

struction should be addressed and intertwined clearly

and user evaluations should assess both perspectives, for

instance, by not only using exactly defined queries (i.e.,

for query writing and reading tasks), but also involving

vaguely described information needs (i.e., explorative

tasks) to assess the exploration support.

Similarly, a possible adaptation for traditional data

access systems would also necessitate a strong support

for view and overview, that is the user should be able

to keep a constant possession of the overall state with

respect to task at hand and at the same time should be

able to maintain a focused engagement with the system

for the active phase of the task. Compared to the data

browsing and querying on the Web, in industry, infor-

mation needs are more sophisticated; therefore, complex

analysis and processing on extracted data is required.

Presented approaches mostly rely on one or two different

representation paradigms both for result visualisation,

exploration and construction, with one paradigm being

highly dominant. Often, a naked object approach is em-

ployed (cf. [79]) for presenting results (i.e., without any
type specific styling). However, an extensible architec-

ture is crucial for the incorporation of alternative and

complementary paradigms as well as for introducing var-

ious other tools, such as scratchpads, bookmarks, and

domain-specific visualisation components, for different

purposes.

A user-interface mashup (UI mashup) approach

(cf. [163,60]) is promising for the construction of exten-

sible and flexible query formulation tools. The mashup

idea, in the present context, is grounded on the pos-

sibility of combining the functionality and data of a

set of individual applications in a common graphical

space and underpins the multi-paradigm and multi-

perspective approaches. Widgets8 are the building blocks

of UI mashups, where each widget corresponds to a stan-

dalone application with less complex functionality and

presentation compared to full-edged applications. In

query formulation scenario, a set of widgets could be

employed, for instance, one for QbN and one for faceted

search for handling query construction, one for repre-

senting results in a table, and one for visualising the

results in a graph.
Soylu et al. [163] propose an architecture for widget-

based UI mashups. A widget environment that provides

basic communication and persistence services to the

widgets manages widgets. The orchestration of widgets

relies on the requirement that each widget discloses
its functionality to the environment through a client

side interface and notifies other widgets in the environ-

ment and/or the widget environment upon each user

action. Then, either each widget decides on what action

to execute in response, by considering the syntactic or

semantic signature of the received event, or the envi-

ronment decides which widgets to invoke with which

functionality. The core benefits of such an approach are:

it becomes easier to deal with the complexity, since the

management of functionality and data can be delegated

to different widgets; each widget can employ a different

visualisation paradigm that best suits its functionality;

widgets can be used alone or together, in different com-

binations, for different contexts and experiences (e.g.,

8 http://www.w3.org/TR/widgets/

http://www.w3.org/TR/widgets/
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widgets running on distributed devices – distributed user

interfaces [67]); and, the functionality of the overall in-

terface can be extended by introducing new widgets

(e.g., for result visualisation).

As stated earlier, the usability of underlying ontology

also matters. The fact that data browsing approaches

for the Web rely on instances rather than a particular

schema or ontology introduces an advantage for ontology-

based data access systems. From an end user perspective,

the availability of an ontology implies that indeed end

users can interfere with the ontology in order to align it
with their own understanding of the domain and keep it

up-to-date with respect to their needs. One possible way

could be through IT experts, who could incorporate the

feedback from end users in the design of the ontology.

However, direct end user involvement may be also pos-

sible, through an approach called query-driven ontology

extensions (cf. [69]). The goal is to enable end users to

propose/extend an ontology by using the facilities at-

tached to a query formulation interface, such as adding

synonyms and basic extensions; an example could be

the incorporation of a query into ontology hierarchy as

a new concept. However, necessary caution has to be

taken in order to avoid overloading the ontology and to

ensure safeness (e.g., [90,91]).

Such a user-driven perspective could be employed for

improving the different aspects of a visual query formu-

lation tool as well, which is called user-driven evolution

in this article. For instance, it is a good practice for

a VQS or VQL to supplement its vocabulary, coming

from an ontology, with end user targeted labels, descrip-

tions and icons. Obviously, this is a tedious and long

process, if not endless, for large ontologies. However,
in a user-driven scenario, a visual query formulation

tool may initially include icons, labels, descriptions etc.

for a limited set of most commonly used vocabulary

elements, while enabling end users to incorporate their

own supplementary content to ontology (e.g., tagging).
This approach considers a visual query formulation tool

and ontology as an output of work process, over years

of use, rather than a mere input.

7 Conclusions

Much work has been carried out on visual query for-

mulation; early attempts rely on low-level abstractions

and logical models such as schemas and object role

modelling, yet they successfully establish the fundamen-

tals of research domain. Recent approaches, with the

emergence of the Semantic Web and OBDA, employ

ontologies as a natural medium of access to traditional

and open data sources available on the Web. However,

the ever-increasing volume, complexity, velocity and

variety of data, called Big Data, render the end-user

data access problem even more challenging. In this re-

gard, the current work is an attempt to provide a broad

meta-overview on ontology-based visual query formu-

lation, challenges, directions, and related literature. In

this context, the article addresses a broad audience of

researchers and practitioners interested in intuitive end-

user visual query formulation interfaces.

As the discussions suggest, there are two main pil-

lars of visual query formulation, namely expressiveness

and usability; however, even the expressiveness should

be considered with a usability perspective. General us-

ability challenges, concerning the common perceptual

and cognitive issues, are mostly a matter of innovative

design, where appropriate paradigms should be selected

with a multi-paradigm perspective. The expressivity,

usability and Big Data effect, at conceptual and data

level, should be handled with various approaches such

as adaptivity and customisation, collaboration, and in-

telligent support. A query formulation tool should not

only scale against data and conceptual model, but also
against the personal and organisational context, which

necessitate a flexible and modular architecture.

It has been also been argued that the matter is not

only usability of the query formulation system or lan-

guage, but also the underlying ontology, for which nec-

essary measures should be taken for addressing possible

problems and needs with an active end-user involve-

ment. Concerning the present research, the combination

of faceted search and QbN is quite promising; however,

current examples diverge in terms of their goals and con-

text (i.e., data browsing at instance level on the Web).

Hence, it is necessary to realise a set of adaptations,

before these approaches could be used for traditional

systems with success.

One should be aware that the research on end-user

visual query formulation is inevitably a usability chal-

lenge. The early pioneers (e.g., [89,36]), in the database

domain, report their experiences on how underestimat-

ing the contribution of users drove them into failure.

Researchers, particularly coming from the Semantic Web

domain, should be aware of this and not to relearn the

same old lesson. A user-centred design practice, in which

many tests with small groups of users are conducted in

different contexts (cf. [129]), is the key in this respect.

The insights gained as a result of this article is dis-

tilled into a set of quality attributes and features [158]

and utilised in the development of OptiqueVQS. It is

evaluated both with casual users [160] and domain ex-

perts [161] and acquired positive results. OptiqueVQS

is part of an end-to-end semantic data access platform,

namely Optique, which includes components for query

formulation support, ontology and mapping management,
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query transformation, times and streams, and distributed

query execution [69,96,70].
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